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In his poem, “We Wear the Mask,” Paul Laurence Dunbar writes, “We wear the mask that grins 

and lies / It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes” (1-2). In these lines, Dunbar calls increased 

attention to the mask, a trope rooted in the minstrel tradition and consistently placed on the 

African-American people—the image of the happy darky, Zipcoon, or Sambo, content in their 

inferior condition. Dunbar, however, is more concerned with subverting the mask to reveal the 

“myriad subtleties” of pain that exist beneath its dark and illusive disguise (5). 

 

Dunbar’s poem, published in 1896, is significant, then, for engaging themes of concealment and 

isolation—a tradition later continued in the Harlem Renaissance through the works of poets such 

as Claude McKay and Sterling Brown, who also reveal what resides beneath the mask. For these 

poets, dialect, as a poetic device, served as a continuation of the minstrel mask—a rhetorical 

mask, subverted in part through non-dialectal poetic forms. Through the process of unmasking, 

these poets not only destabilized the stereotypes from which these masks first derived but also 

offered an alternative to that single story—one of power, rebellion, and internal strength. 

 

This paper will examine the ways in which Paul Laurence Dunbar, Sterling Brown, and Claude 

McKay engage in this process of unmasking respectively through poems including “We Wear 

the Mask,” “Convict,” and “America.” Through these texts, they strive to replace the rhetorical 

mask through non-dialectal poetic forms while also demonstrating the power of emotion finally 

revealed when the mask is removed. 
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